
Keep Moving

Science

Geography

We are pleased to share "Spotlight On
Learning", a newsletter that connects you to
educational resources from a variety of
sources including those that invoke learning
through and about our traditional teachings
and knowledge. It is intended to support all
families in Kahnawà:ke to bring learning into
their everyday. Importantly we remember
that Onkwehón:we education has always
been about passing on knowledge across
generations, using all resources appropriately
suited to expand our thinking and
knowledge. The newsletter embodies the
vision of the Kahnawà:ke Education Center:
 
 "Nurtured by a strong, healthy network of family
and community all of our students are empowered
and proud Onkwehón:we, academically successful
and well prepared to thrive in any life path they

choose."
 
 

 

Tiohnhéhkwen - Our life supporters
Under the sea tours
Language, language language!
Reading non-fiction
Experimenting with seeds & eggshells

FEATURED  THIS  WEEK

Parent's
Corner

Reading

KAHNAWÀ:KE EDUCATION CENTER'S

A Weekly Newsletter To Support Families Learning At Home
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Kwe Kwe Sewakwé:kon, 
 
I was asked to offer some words of encouragement to you, the parents, in
these strange and unprecedented times. As some of you know, I’m a fairly
new staff member at Karonhianónhnha Tsi Ionterihwaienstáhkhwa,
taking on the position of Greenhouse Facilitator. As a new staff member, I
have to be honest and say that I am disappointed to not be able to
experience a full year of sharing knowledge and teaching the kids in this
time of crisis. However, the great thing about planting and forestry is that
it’s always just at our fingertips!
 
With this time given to us, instead of looking at the things that really are
outside of our control, try and see what we can control. As Greenhouse
Facilitator, with the students I often encouraged them to get out in the
woods, to get their hands dirty, and sow the seeds when the time is right.
My message is still the same. Seeds are a funny thing, and so is the natural
world for that matter. It’s always a roll of the dice. But the natural order is
always constant, never changing tune. 
 
An example that I'll share here happens often with the students in the
greenhouse. When we plant seeds in our planting containers I always tell
the students that when you’re starting seeds within your own homes or in
the greenhouse, we should always plant more than we expect to get. Some
wouldn’t understand and ask simply “Why?” I tell them that if you want
fifty tomato plants in your garden, you should plant double that amount... 
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PARENT 'S  CORNER

Written by Ronwahawitha Russell Delaronde, 
Greenhouse Facilitator; Karonhianónhnha Tsi Ionterihwaienstáhkhwa



because you always have to expect maybe half won’t make the journey to
germination. Sometimes I would see a hint of sadness in their eyes, just by
the fact that some won’t make the journey. That’s the rolling of the dice, you
never know what’s going to happen. You never know the outcome,
sometimes maybe all one hundred will take, and sometimes maybe three
quarters won’t. The lesson is to always be prepared and plan for the unknown
when starting your seeds.
 
The silver lining is that no matter what happens, something will happen.
Seeds, medicines, animals, and trees all have their jobs to do, and so do we.
Use this time that’s given to us as a time to carry out our jobs. Getting in the
dirt, picking medicines, sowing your seeds, and keeping those seeds for
generations to come, all the while enjoying the company of our loved ones. 
 
When you’re worrying about what tomorrow will bring, look outside to the
natural world and let it remind you that it's all a big cycle, and that no matter
what, learning about and acknowledging our brothers and sisters in the
natural world has to continue. 
 
Niawenhkó:wa tsi wesewawennahnó:ton. Aiá:wens tsi sewata’karí:te. Ó:nen
ieióhe aietewaiéntho’!!
 
Ronwahawihtha’ Russell Delaronde.
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PARENT 'S  CORNER  

Continued

For some tips on planting and some lessons about the importance of caring for
our original seeds watch Teiethinonhwerá:ton ne Kanen’ón:we, a short film by
Tehoná:take Nicholas (2019). This film was submitted as part of the Kahnawà:ke
Survival School’s grade 11 film project in 2019 .

Teiethinonhwerá:ton ne Kanen’ón:we - We give greetings to the
original seeds

Kahwa:tsire
F A M I L Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Dir6xiz2gk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Dir6xiz2gk
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Roles as women and men and our connection to the plants and life

 
As the full moon in April has just passed, it reminds us of our relationship and
increases the connection our people have with our grandmother, Ionkhihsótha
Ahsonthennékha Karáhkwa. As Haudenosaunee people, we regard our women with
great respect and dignity, as we do for our grandmother moon. She provides the
timing of when we start seeds, and to continue growing the families on earth:
animals, people, plants, and fish.  As females, we have been given responsibilities
and the gift to foster life, to plant seeds, and feed our families so that these cycles
continue.  It is just as our grandmother the moon, and our mother the earth does
for us. This is what makes us so lucky, the season has changed and our
grandmother has made it possible for us to have this opportunity to do so.  Below
is a link to a video that provides teachings on the roles as women by some of our
leaders within our Haudenosaunee Confederacy (past and present). They tell
stories of how they came into their roles, and their connection to our food plants
and their ancestors. Iroquois Women and the Three Sisters features stories from
the late Onondaga Eel Clanmother Audrey Shenandoah as well as one of our
Mohawk wolf clan mothers Judy Swamp from Akwesáhsne. (Warning: this video
has 3 areas where the film was slowed down, but doesn’t affect the entire video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qW9DQ7lXhzQ

Share some stories over the phone with an elder in your family or friend about
plants they used to put in their garden. How they worked together, and when
they started it? 
Have the ladies of your family work together (during these times the ladies of
your household of all ages), to get some seeds started, and offer thanksgiving;
through song or words.

    
Activities to Consider at Home:

TSITEWATÉWEIENST  NE  TSI  NIIONKWARIHÒ :TEN
Our Teachings

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qW9DQ7lXhzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qW9DQ7lXhzQ
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Nonfiction books give children a chance to learn new concepts and vocabulary, as
well as broaden their view of the world.  Many children love to read about science
and nature as well as real people, places and events. Nonfiction books present
information in engaging and interesting ways. 

New Concepts and Vocabulary

Text Types, Different Information
When reading, have your child point out the text features that they see in the text.
Questions you can ask your child when reading a nonfiction text: What
information can you gather from the caption under the picture? What
information does the map show?  What do the headings tell the reader? What does
the diagram show? Etc…

READING  AT  HOME :

THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  NON-FICTION

Various Non-Fiction Text Features
Text features are found in nonfiction books and
help the reader navigate the text by offering more
information about it, and each text feature
contributes to the understanding of the text.
Some examples include; illustrations,
photographs, captions, maps, charts, graphs,
headings, table of contents, sidebars, bold or italic
font.
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The positive impacts of
reading at home with your
child cannot be
underestimated. This
additional page illustrates
the important features of
non-fiction texts. Knowing
how to obtain information
from each feature is a
valuable reading skill for
all levels from early years
right up to university as
well as in our everyday
lives! Below as some free
resources this week to
support nonfiction
reading and practice using
text features.
 

READING  AT  HOME :  NON-FICTION

Grades K-11
Time for Kids is a library
of specific digital
editions of the Time for
Kids magazine.   Sign up
for any of the four
different levels available

Grades 5-11
Newsela provides
students with
thousands of
nonfiction texts on
current event topics
that they care about.

Grades 5 - 9
 World’s Largest Lesson: 

Use the Power of Story is
a collection of graphic
novels (comic book style
stories) based on global
issues.

    
The transition to online learning for postsecondary students can be a bit difficult,
especially when none of your classes were online before. The Open University offers a
wonderful resource to help students learn about Study Skills for Online Learning.
Their resource about Study Skills in general is also super helpful if you are feeling
overwhelmed right now. You are not alone in this – online learning is something that
both your peers and professors are also trying to adjust to!

SUPPORTING ONLINE STUDENT SUCCESS

Continued

https://time.com/tfk-free/
https://newsela.com/join/#/teach-or-read
https://worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/using-the-power-of-comics/
https://time.com/tfk-free/
https://time.com/tfk-free/
https://newsela.com/join/#/teach-or-read
https://newsela.com/join/#/teach-or-read
https://newsela.com/join/#/teach-or-read
https://worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/using-the-power-of-comics/
https://help.open.ac.uk/topic/study-skills/category/study-skills-for-online-learning
https://help.open.ac.uk/topic/study-skills
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G A M E

O F  T H E

W E E K

Make math FUN!!   Share times when you use math at home, at work, and in the
community.   Engage in math together by playing games, doing puzzles, looking
for patterns or just playing with numbers.   Let your child see that you enjoy the
challenge math can bring.  Show your child that you are willing to try and to take
risks, and that you enjoy the thinking that is involved in solving a mathematical
problem.

This week try to play a card game such as;  Go Fish, Crazy Eights,
Golf, Kings Corner, Slapjack or Rummy,  to find the rules, or other
fun games go to this link. After playing one of the games a few
times, ask your child, reflective questions like; what did you like
about the game?  How might you get better at the game, or is it just
a game of luck?  What math are you using while playing this game?

Nrich 
Interesting tasks and games that provoke mathematical
thinking, as well mathematics resources to enrich learning for
children of all ages.

Solve Me 
Includes balancing puzzles to solve and create as well as other
math puzzles.  A great workout for the brain

Brainzilla   
This offers a variety of downloadable and printable logic grid
puzzles.  They are grouped by levels of difficulty and
are a great activity for all ages. Are you up to the challenge?

MATH  TIPS ,  GAMES  & CHALLENGES

Excellent Math Brain Games To Practice and Stay Sharp

Stay

Sharp

https://nrich.maths.org/
https://solveme.edc.org/
https://www.brainzilla.com/logic/logic-grid/
https://bicyclecards.com/rules/?results=show#filter=.2.kids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qG_x2HPGTBA
https://bicyclecards.com/rules/?results=show#filter=.2.kids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qG_x2HPGTBA
https://nrich.maths.org/
https://ed.ted.com/lessons?_=1585158048845&category=mathematics&student_level=1
https://ed.ted.com/lessons?_=1585158048845&category=mathematics&student_level=1
https://solveme.edc.org/
https://solveme.edc.org/
https://www.prodigygame.com/
https://www.brainzilla.com/logic/logic-grid/
https://www.brainzilla.com/logic/logic-grid/
https://www.youcubed.org/
https://www.youcubed.org/
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Activity Idea 2: Experimenting
Methods of experimenting can engage your children in critical
thinking about seeds and plants. What are seeds? What are inside
seeds? What do they need to grow? Do we need store-bought items to
plant them? Here is a great experiment "Planting with Eggshells" for
families to try together.

Activity Idea 1: Seed Observation
Choose at least 3 varieties of seeds for your child to observe (using 5 senses) and
ask them what they think seeds need in order to grow. Using their observations
about the seeds, ask them to make predictions about the growth of the seeds (which
will grow first, what they will look like as they grow, etc.). Print a seed observation
journal (examples given below) and have your child use them to track the seeds (by
drawing what they see, recording details, measuring height, and making
observations about temperature/sunlight). The suggested observing time is about
12-16 days. After the observation period, go back to their predictions and discuss
how it worked out. Try out an observation journal here and if you would like
some printable work sheets all about planting for kindergarten to grade 2 from 
 Real Life at Home.

Many people in the community have started to plant their gardens, and there are

beautiful pictures on social media of their seeds already sprouting and growing.

Any leftover seeds would make a great science lesson for children because the best

way to learn about seeds is to plant them, care for them, and watch them grow.

STEAM  SPACE

https://www.17apart.com/2012/01/how-to-plant-seeds-using-eggshells.html
https://www.theresourcefulmama.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Germinating-Seeds.pdf
https://www.reallifeathome.com/free-plant-worksheets-packet/
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Into The Water 360 Degrees!
National Geographic makes use of YouTube to provide short
360-degree videos of their “Into the Water” series. They may
seem like regular YouTube videos but they have little arrow
features that allows you to explore the entire video scene from
different angles. You can explore Canada’s Wild Rivers,
Indonesia’s Coral Reefs, and even check out shipwrecks in the
Red Sea!.

Explore The Great Barrier Reef
The Great Barrier Reef, in Australia, is over 2000 kilometers
long and it is the world’s largest coral reef system. There is a
huge variety of plant and animal life on this reef. The reef has
been used traditionally by Aboriginal clans in Australia and
Torres Strait Islanders. Explore different parts of the reef here.
There are video, audio, and photo features for this tour.

GEOGRAPHY  & VIRTUAL  TOURS

This week we will go “under the sea” and explore some virtual tours about
oceans, seas, and waterways.

Under theSea

A Virtual Aquarium Visit
If you feel like exploring water and water life in a more relaxed
manner you can also go on a tour of the National Aquarium in
Baltimore, Maryland. You’ll be able to see sharks, dolphins, and
many other aquatic animals. This site is a bit touch-sensitive so
it’s best to use the arrows and zoom features to explore. Keep an
eye out for the little “i” sections that provide little fun facts.

http://attenboroughsreef.com/experience_intro.php
https://youtu.be/lTDsN6PGT2c
https://aqua.org/media/virtualtours/baltimore/index.html
https://artsandculture.withgoogle.com/en-us/national-parks-service/hawaii-volcanoes/nahuku-lava-tube-tour
https://youtu.be/lTDsN6PGT2c
https://youtu.be/lTDsN6PGT2c
https://artsandculture.withgoogle.com/en-us/national-parks-service/hawaii-volcanoes/nahuku-lava-tube-tour
https://youtu.be/dk4N2pMZsas
https://artsandculture.withgoogle.com/en-us/national-parks-service/hawaii-volcanoes/nahuku-lava-tube-tour
https://earth.google.com/web/@0,0,127.70550238a,20000000d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=CjISMBIgN2IyMzE5NzNlOGRmMTFlNmI5OWM2ZjgxOGQ2OWE2ZTciDHNwbGFzaHNjcmVlbg
https://earth.google.com/web/@0,0,127.70550238a,20000000d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=http:/attenboroughsreef.com/experience_intro.php
https://earth.google.com/web/@0,0,127.70550238a,20000000d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=CjISMBIgN2IyMzE5NzNlOGRmMTFlNmI5OWM2ZjgxOGQ2OWE2ZTciDHNwbGFzaHNjcmVlbg
https://artsandculture.withgoogle.com/en-us/national-parks-service/hawaii-volcanoes/nahuku-lava-tube-tour
https://aqua.org/media/virtualtours/baltimore/index.html
https://artsandculture.withgoogle.com/en-us/national-parks-service/hawaii-volcanoes/nahuku-lava-tube-tour
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From the National Film Board
you can choose from a selection of
documentaries and movies.  They
include a selection of Indigenous
films and a section for younger

grades to enjoy too.

Preschool
 

     

 

FRENCH  FOR  ALL  SKILL  LEVELS

So much to choose from
with Radio Canada

including French shows,
videos, games, applications,
contests, and blogs. A large

variety for all interests.

Check out Tele Quebec for fun
learning French with games,

tales, songs, small videos mainly
focused on animals.

Here you will find an
illustrated story about

preschoolers' lives with a
cute little brown bear.

Grades 3-4-5-6-7-8   

Grades 1-2 
 

Grades 9-11
  

These French resources are intended to continue offering students opportunities to
be exposed to the language in a variety of engaging ways. Spring is there and you
will find in these suggested resources some spring elements to keep hope during
this unique situation!

FRENCH

https://coucou.telequebec.tv/
https://www.onf.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWaJfHMVrbY
https://www.onf.ca/
https://ici.radio-canada.ca/jeunesse/scolaire
https://ici.radio-canada.ca/jeunesse/prescolaire/emissions/6517/les-belles-histoires-des-tout-petits/episodes/
https://ici.radio-canada.ca/jeunesse/prescolaire/emissions/6517/les-belles-histoires-des-tout-petits/episodes/
https://ici.radio-canada.ca/jeunesse/scolaire
https://coucou.telequebec.tv/
http://www.radio-en-ligne.fr/podcasts/petits-curieux
http://www.radio-en-ligne.fr/podcasts/petits-curieux
http://www.bpq-estrie.qc.ca/contes-enligne.html
http://www.bpq-estrie.qc.ca/contes-enligne.html
https://www.onf.ca/
https://jeunesse.short-edition.com/?fbclid=IwAR3TezKTeAvwVounhbaX3q36UJDmrbdaTFxSGcEVRC0th9Vl67dq7XQQvns
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The language of Love - Kanoronhkwátshera.   Distance makes the heart grow
fonder.  Here is a language lesson by Shanaká:ra that addresses how to use the
word “Love” in Kanien’kéha. Notice how the beginning of the verb changes
when addressing different people. Listen to the short video then practice using
the vocabulary listed below. Pay attention to the changing pronouns
highlighted in red. Practice it with everyone in your household then call your
elders to say Kwe and use what you’ve learned from this short lesson.

KANIEN ’KÉKA  TEWATÁ :TI
Let's Speak Kanien’kéha Kwe

Karenni:io
 

As the Earth is awakening and moves closer to
the sun, its healing rays warms our hearts and
souls. The sun's healing energy makes us feel
happy, and we could all use some sunshine and
happiness during this time of social distancing.
Here is another Kanien’kéha song from the First
People's website called “Wakatshennón:ni”,
meaning I'm happy.

Háo’ Tewaterennó:ten – Let’s Sing!

Konnorónhkhwa – I love you
Keninorónhkhwa – I love you two
Kwanorónhkhwa – I love you all
Khenorónhkwha – I love her
Rinorónhkhwa – I love him
Kenorónhkhwa – I love it/her
Khenorónhkhwa – I love them

Kanien'keha Language Lesson

E:so tsi 

konnoronhkwa
I:i o:ni konnoronhkwa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKOkgFY_D08
https://www.firstvoices.com/explore/FV/sections/Data/Kanehsat%c3%a0:ke/Mohawk/Kanien'k%c3%a9ha%20(Mohawk)%20%5bEng%5d/learn/songs/a633c540-9669-4283-81ad-7b72ef334a1a
https://www.firstvoices.com/explore/FV/sections/Data/Kanehsat%c3%a0:ke/Mohawk/Kanien'k%c3%a9ha%20(Mohawk)%20%5bEng%5d/learn/songs/a633c540-9669-4283-81ad-7b72ef334a1a
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5 Minute Move:  The Body Coach TV (K+)  A quick  five
minute workout to get moving and refocus.

Pokémon: A Cosmic Kids Yoga Adventure:     Have fun
working on yoga poses while experiencing a Pokémon
adventure.

Children by nature, need to move and release energy throughout the day.  Body
breaks are great to take when your child has been sitting and focusing for a
period of time.   Body breaks help reduce stress and frustration, and increase
attention and productivity.  Give a body break a try and see what a difference it
can make.

KEEP  MOVING ! !

Rock Your Mocs!
Get the family moving by putting on some social
dance songs and get everyone dancing around the
house. When cleaning the house or just for a dance
break with the kids. It’s good medicine to let loose and
get a little goofy with dance moves too! Access smoke
dance songs on YouTube by clicking on the pictures
to the right. If you have access to apps, download
Sound cloud and search Iroquois social dance songs,
there’s plenty to choose from.

Would You Rather Roblox Fitness  (K-11)   Children have 10
seconds to choose which of the two options is their favorite,
move to that side of the room and they then do the
corresponding exercise for 30 seconds. Repeat when the
new selection comes up.  A fun way to exercise.

Stick Dance

Smoke Dance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w
https://www.participaction.com/en-ca
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbCjkPlsaes
https://openphysed.org/activeschools/activehome
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3y5rmgHBgs
https://wideopenschool.org/programs/family/prek-5/get-moving/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tMAceWM6X0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_dSHe9h5Yk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srzZErjp8O0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9ur9c2fQI0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9ur9c2fQI0
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LEARNING  IS  EVERYWHERE ! !

A weekly menu of fun learning activities to choose from.

Choose ___ activities to do at home this week.

Make your best
paper airplane. Fly it
3 times and measure
its distance.  Try to

modify your plane to
make it go further!

Make a collage of
pictures from
magazines or

photographs that
show things you
love. Write about
why you choose

each one.

Write at least 10
questions and

interview a family
member or friend.

Do it over the
phone  so you can

connect and say hi.

Write a postcard to
say high to the

elders and mail it to
the Elder's Lodge. 

You are stranded
on a deserted

island. Using Legos,
build the best boat
possible that can

get you off the
island.

Create a schedule
for your day. Write
what time you will
start and end each

activity and how
many minutes you

will spend on an
activity.

Try 5 Minute Move: 
The Body Coach TV

and write each
time you complete
a move. Tally up all
your minutes at the
end of each week. 

Record yourself
teaching someone

how to do
something. For

example make a
sandwich, braid

your hair, make a
medicine pouch. 

Use sidewalk chalk
to write

inspirational
messages on your

driveway for people
that might pass by.

This menu was inspired by NotSoWimpyTeacher.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w


 
 

FOR  SUGGESTIONS ,  QUESTIONS  & COMMENTS  CONTACT :

Kahtehron:ni Iris Stacey
kahtehronni.stacey@kecedu.ca

 
or
 

Jaime Dickson
jaime.dickson@kecedu.ca
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